
Systecon assists FMV in the design of logistic support solutions
for Sweden’s Helicopter 14
The employee owned consultancy and software company Systecon AB has recently received an order from FMV (Swedish Defence
Materiel Administration) for continued consultancy services in the ILS area (Integrated Logistics Support) of Helicopter 14. The order
includes approximately 7000 man-hours until the fall of 2013.

When the HKP 14 system now enters from development into production and operation, Systecon will assist in the design of maintenance
solutions, acquisition of support resources and procurement of contractor logistics support. HKP 14 is the Swedish name of the NH90, which is
in delivery by NHIndustries to many nations, and much of the ILS work is done in international co-operation. This opens up new possibilities for
cost-effective solutions.

Systecon’s Head of Business Area Defence, Olle Bååthe comments:

"It is very stimulating to work with such a technically advanced system as the HKP 14, and we are very pleased with the project’s continued
confidence in our services."

For further information:

Robert Hell, Managing Director, robert.hell@systecon.se  46 31-350 07 51

Systecon is an employee-owned independent consulting and software company with world leading competence within the areas system logistics, operational availability and cost
efficiency. By performing expert analysis and optimization of clients' technical systems and logistics resources, Systecon has a proven ability to find the optimal balance between
requirements for performance and availability and the resources needed. Through more effective system utilization, customers can cut costs and/or increase profitability.

Systecon´s customers are primarily found within the defense, railway and energy sectors. The self-developed analysis tools OPUS10, SIMLOX and CATLOC are used by hundreds of
customers worldwide. The turnover in 2010 was around 68 million SEK. Systecon has three offices in Stockholm, Gothenburg and Malmö. Through an extensive representative
network, Systecon is also present in over 20 countries worldwide.


